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New genetics.
new Possibilities.
New Gains.
Welcome to the Canadian Donors Pregnant
Recipient Sale that is the first of its kind to be
hosted in Canada. Our BMS Team takes a lot of pride
in contributing to the success in the purebred and
commercial marketplace by marketing thousands
of cattle for our customers throughout the year.
We have always been a firm believer that it is healthy
to support the business that treats you well and we
do re-invest back into it and this sale showcases
that. Whether it is the next donor cow or a strong
replacement female that we have utilized for a
recipient, we do think by actively supporting the
livestock industry that it is a positive circumstance
for all involved within it.

consulted with Didsbury Vet Services to ensure
they’re covered and we will assist with delivery
throughout Canada and stand behind them 100% and
guarantee a live calf at birth.
We are excited to offer you an opportunity
to access the genetics that we have worked very
hard to assemble. If you have any questions at all
on the offering, please contact any of the BMS Staff
and they will gladly represent you in the most
confidential and professional manner. We look
forward to visiting with you all during the Alberta
Simmental weekend as it is one of the most exciting
events of the entire year of any breed. Merry
Christmas to your family and here is to making 2021
a great year for all of us involved in the agriculture
industry.

The donors that are highlighted in this
catalogue are some of the very best and we are proud
to own a piece of with the exception of the Annie K 390
embryos that we purchased. All the embryos that Best regards,
are implanted in the sale are fresh embryos from
conventional flushes and we are confident in the
Scott & Rebecca
product that we have to offer. Whether it is Angus
or Simmental that interests you, the genetics do
showcase awesome donors that are mated with many
of the freshest, most exciting and highly marketable
bulls in the business.
The recipients are an interesting part of
this sale as many of them are papered cattle and we
will transfer the papers on them to the successful
purchasers. There are many of these registered
females that truly don’t deserve to receive embryos
in the future as they’re of quality to raise their own
natural offspring to the sire of your choice. The
herd health is up to check on these females as we’ve
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How to Bid:
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OPTION 1 - utilize the bms industry-leading order buying
services. Contact a Bohrson Marketing member and we will bid for you in a professional and

confidential manner.

OPTION 2 - bid yourself on www.DVAUCTION.com

1. Create an account at www.dvauction.com under the “registration” tab.
2. Apply for bidding approval by clicking on the “details” tab at least 24 hours prior to the auction. You will be
notified once you are approved.
3. Find the canadian donors pregnant recipient Sale [Online Only] to view the entire sale offering
4. Place your bids between Tuesday, Dec. 15 at 9am MST and wednesday, Dec. 16 at 7pm MST.
5. Proxy Bidding – if you can’t make time to keep an eye on the sale or be available for the close out, register a
proxy bid and let the DVAuction system represent your bid while you are away. Look for the “Proxy Bid” tab on
the auction listing and fill in your maximum bids. DVAuction will handle the rest in strict confidence.
6. All lots will close at the same time. Bidding will be extended by 5 minutes if a bid is placed on any lot within
5 minutes of the closing time.

Horserace Style Closeout - Explained
SALE ENDS AT 7PM MST WITH EXTENDED BIDDING TO FOLLOW aND WILL CONTINUE UNTIL THERE IS NO BIDDING FOR 5 MINUTES! With this
option, all lots will close simultaneously.
A few benefits to this style of auction are:
- the buyer has the CHOICE to switch to any lot(s) in the offering if he is outbid on his/her current choice;
- buyer does not have to deal with the sale order of the sale because all lots are offered and bid on simultaneously;
- the buyer has a choice(s) and more time to make his/her decision.
Extended Bidding means that the auction is not declared closed until there have been five minutes of inactivity after
the 7PM close out. REMEMBER TO CLICK ON THE REFRESH BUTTON TO UPDATE THE TIME REMAINING!
Example 1: Auction Closes at 7pm. There is no bidding from 6:55 pm to 7pm. All lots are declared closed and the sale ends
at 7pm. Example 2: Auction closes at 7pm. There is a bid placed at 6:58pm. The Auction is extended 5 additional minutes. No
more bidding occurs. All lots are declared closed and the sale ends at 7:03pm. Example 3: Auction Closes at 7pm. There
is a bid placed at 6:58pm. Auction is extended by 5 minutes until 7:03 pm. Another bid is placed at 7:02 pm. No more bids are
placed. All lots are declared closed and the sale ends at 7:07 pm.
Proxy Bidding is a feature you may use during the duration of the auction. This feature allows you to place a private
maximum bid that only you will be aware of and allow the computer to bid on your behalf when another bidder places
a bid on the same animal(s) as you.
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SALE
INFORMATION
Location Of Recips

Sale day contacts
Scott Bohrson		
403 370 3010
Rob Voice		
306 270 6082
Taylor Richards		
306 821 4169
Matt Criddle		
306 539 6934
Darryl Snider		
780 385 5561
Martin Bohrson		
306 220 7901
Geoff Anderson		
306 731 7921

If you would like to view the pregnant recipients prior to sale or arrange for pickup after the sale, they are
located 3 miles north of the corner of RR 283 and HWY 582. The google map location is “51.707008, -113.901860” and
feel free to visit with Scott Bohrson 403-370-3010 for further info if needed.
Delivery

We will work with all purchasers to assist in delivery and to get them delivered to central locations throughout
Canada, feel free to visit with Scott prior to sale on these details. For USA customers, we will cover full costs of
paperwork and deliver them to a central location on the south side of the border.
Terms & Conditions

Cattle will sell under the standard terms & conditions put forward from CSA, CAA & BMS. These are available upon
request.
Herd Health

Didsbury Vet Services has been our main veterinary service for general herd health. On November 13, the group of
recipients all received ScourBos 9, Virashield 6, Covexin Plus, Safe Guard & Boss Pour On. They were also preg checked on
November 13, 2020 to re-comfirm pregnancies.
Guarantee On Live Calf

We appreciate your interest in our pregnant recipients and understand the calf they’re carrying is your focal point in the
investment. We want your investment to succeed and we stand behind our product as herd health us up to check and we have
the utmost confidence in the recipient females. We don’t anticipate any issues at all but if you lose the calf between sale day
and 24 hours after calving, we will offer a full credit on your purchase price of that lot minus $2,500 for the value on the
recipient female. This credit can be used in future pregnant recipient purchases from Canadian Donors. Please note, we find
this scenario is different than buying a purebred bred heifer in other sales because the purchaser has their entire lifetime
to create a ROI on their purchase even if they unfortunately lose the calf whereas your investment in a pregnant recipient is
mainly in the calf inside and we want to stand behind that investment.
Sexing Of Calves

We do not guarantee the sex of the calf but we will pass on what the vets from South Dakota and Alberta detected during preg
checking. Vets opinion of recips carrying a heifer calf are Lots 2, 3, 4, 16, 20 and carrying a bull calf are Lots 1, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19,
21, 22, 23, 26 and the following recipients weren’t able to be sexed because of preg check date and they are Lots 6, 9, 10, 11, 14, 15, 24.
Online Bidding

Sarah Buchanan 306 681 5340
General Questions / Bidder Approval: 402 316 5460 | DVA@dvauction.com
Technical Support: 402 316 5460 | support@dvauction.com

B796

She’s The Dream

SvJ

$100,000 donor that raised the Denver, Louisville & Fort Worth Champion Female

SVJ She’s The Dream B796 is $100,000 donor that was a many time champion herself but most importantly, has transitioned into one of the great red cows in
the breed who is producing high sellers and champion progeny. Most noted, her daughter JSUL Dream Big 8992F was dominate on the show road and was a
two-time Grand Champion at the NAILE in Louisville, Denver NWSS Junior Show, Fort Worth and so many more for Sara Sullivan. B796 has produced countless
high sellers on top and we are excited to have a donor of this magnitude in our line-up. The now deceased Limitless has proven to be awesome footed, strong
udder, exceptional structure and overall potent breeding animal. He was a full sib to one of the most dominant and beautiful show females for HPF who
brought $87,500 in their legendary dispersal as Lot 1 and he has risen to the top of the red sires in the breed. The $60,000 Rio Grande is a true breeding bull
siring sale topping bulls and his daughters are proving to be exceptional. With the legendary 202Z in the pedigree, you know the stacked genetics are in your
favour. With Limitless low semen inventory and Rio Grande ability to produce exceptional progeny, we feel the marketability is endless in these matings.

lot

lot

lot

lot

lot

1
2
3
4
5

SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B796 x WHF LIMITLESS B011
RECIP 67518 Due to calve December 28, 2020

SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B796 x WHF LIMITLESS B011
RECIP 67916 Due to calve December 28, 2020

SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B796 x WHF LIMITLESS B011
RECIP 68204 Due to calve December 28, 2020

SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B796 x WHF LIMITLESS B011
RECIP 68215 Due to calve December 28, 2020
JF MILESTONE 999W SVS Steel force s701

WHF Limitless B011 SVJ She’s The Dream B796
WHF SIERRA 245S svj she’s the dream y728

SVJ SHE’S THE DREAM B796 x RUST RIO GRANDE 7022
RECIP 65532 Due to calve December 28, 2020
WFL WESTCOTT 24C SVS Steel force s701

Rust Rio Grande 7022 SVJ She’s The Dream B796

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z svj she’s the dream y728
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JSUL Dream Big 8992F
LOTS 1-5 RECIPS: These 5 recipients are 3-4 year
old, solid black commercial females that are legit the type
we want to offer to the industry. All of them are solid footed,
good udder and will have the ability to raise heavy calves
at weaning. We have handled them with ease and they are a
typical, strong quality commercial recip that you can invest
in with confidence.

532C

Certainly Flirtin

RF

The production record on this beautiful donor is simply INCREDIBLE!

RF Certainly Flirtin 532C would be considered one of the most productive and attractive red donors in the entire Simmental business
and is nearing $200,000 in progeny and embryo sales. She was acquired as the $45,000 FNL high seller and has not let us down with the
ability to click very well on a wide variation of herd sires. Her dam, 202Z is arguably the most dominant cow in the entire breed as she has
produced in excess of $600,000 in sales and continues to produce the most sought after progeny. RF Certainly Flirtin 532C is beautiful
in her design and is near impossible to fault as she puts it all together as a picture perfect donor to build around. We flushed her to
Limitless this spring knowing that if we combine his great Alley cow family with the Flirt family, we can truly produce something special
here. With Limitless deceased and semen inventory low, we look to the future and feel that this mating could truly write a chapter of ROI
for the successful buyer.

lot

6

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C x WHF LIMITLESS B011
RECIP: HLC KINOCHTRY ANN 313F Due to calve February 14, 2021
JF MILESTONE 999W SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z

WHF Limitless B011 RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 532C
WHF SIERRA 245S RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z

LOT 6 RECIP: This coming 3-year-old raised a heavy calf
this fall and is a top-quality female. She is a purebred Angus
female and has First Class, Bismarck, 6807, 004, 5175, Right Time
in her pedigree and truly is a real good young cow that will be
valuable to the successful buyer. We will transfer her papers
along to the purchaser because her days of seeing embryos
should be over and will be more valuable as a purebred
production female in the future.

Black Gold Super Duty 137E
$26,000 532C Son

Black Gold Super Duty 139E
$18,000 532C Son

Black Gold Loaded Up 71E
$40,000 532C Son

WHF Limitless B011
Sire of expected calf
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34C

“Molly Dooker”

CRN STEP UP

A personal favourite who continues to impress with an awesome track record

We are extremely proud of the overall Canadian Donors female lineup and its list of production, accomplishments, and great looking
dams. With that said, when talking about favourites, it is easy to select Mollydooker 34C as one of the most phenotypically impressive
females. That’s a huge statement, but it holds true on this absolutely gorgeous 3/4 SimAngus female. No matter your breed or type, you
can appreciate the style, presence, udder quality, and strong foot this female possesses. The mating to the $130,000 Supercharged will
provide you access to the very first calves by this exclusive sire to hit the ground. Limited packs were sold this spring and here’s your
chance to get calves on the ground by him and one great donor female. Udder quality, foot strength, structural correctness and overall
presence is bred deep into this royally designed pedigree.

7
8
9
10
11
lot

lot

CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER” x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G
REC0IP: WLB 368C SALLY 436F Due to calve January 15, 2021

CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER” x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G
RECIP: COMMERCIAL 17 Due to calve January 15, 2021

CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER” x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G

lot

lot

lot

LOTS 7-11 RECIPS:

RECIP: RUST MISS 402B Due to calve March 10, 2021

CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER” x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G
RECIP: RAINBOW HILLS BIRDIE 140E Due to calve March 10, 2021

CRN STEP UP 34C “MOLLYDOOKER” x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G
RECIP: RAINBOW HILLS LUCY 115E Due to calve March 10, 2021
RF CAPACITY 742E WS A STEP UP X27

RF Supercharged 9150G CRN Step Up 34C

RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z CRN STEELS LASS 9013W
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Lot 7 - A coming 3-year-old that is homo polled, homo black and has
Absolute, Wallbanger, Oil Patch and 462P bred into her. Did a nice job on
her first calf and will transfer her papers to the new owner as she is
a quality production cow.
Lot 8 - Note, this is the only yearling bred heifer in the offering and
she is flat out impressive. She is a Sooline Motive 9016 daughter and is
very good looking with an impressive udder and feet and this SimAngus
commercial can rival many papered females for phenotype.
Lot 9 - This 6-year-old red SimAngus female is a personal favourite and
is an ET female herself with an exceptional pedigree that is outcross
in Canada. This summer she raised the heavy weaning weight bull,
“Cinderella Man” at her side who is an exciting new bull named by our
daughter that we will be marketing in the near future. She’s proven that
she can raise them and with her natural pedigree, she should be getting
bred to your herd bull instead of seeing the embryo gun in the future.
Lot 10 & 11 - These couple 3-year-old females are registered Angus and
will sell with papers. Solid in their type and good, useful females that
should be problem free. They have longevity on their side as Lot 10’s dam
raised 12 consecutive calves and grandam raised 14 consecutive calves
and Lot 11’s dam raised 10 calves in their lifetimes.

8465F

Miss

mrl

Perfect feet, strong udder and highly productive young donor with a bright future

Our pick of MRL Sale last fall and one that has done everything you can ask for in a two-year-old female plus more. She calved unassisted, flushed
successfully, bred back after flush and didn’t lose time plus raised the heaviest bull calf at weaning who is an absolute stud. We rank 8465F feet as
near perfect, she is strong udder and unfortunately wasn’t in condition for us to re-picture this summer milking because she put it all into the calf at
side. In the MRL catalog, Lee McMillen said in last false catalogue that 8465F was “the most admired heifer in the pen” and “phenotypically we have never
sold one much better”. We do believe in this production female and I will guarantee we are just seeing the tip of the iceberg on what she will produce
in the future. The mating to the exclusive genetics of the $130,000 Supercharged will be an ideal cross and one that will produce strong ROI.

lot

lot

12
13

MRL MISS 8465F x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G

RECIP: SPRINGCREEK HONEY 16F Due to calve January 15, 2021

MRL MISS 8465F x RF SUPERCHARGED 9150G

RECIP: SPRINGCREEK MICKEY 62F Due to calve January 15, 2021
RF CAPACITY 742E MRL BLACK TOP 127A

RF Supercharged 9150G MRL Miss 8465F
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z MRL MISS 5310C

LOTS 12-13 RECIPS:
Lot 12 - 16F is a coming three-year-old SimAngus female from the
respected Spring Creek program. Highly maternal pedigree with
Motive, Final Answer, Olympian, 56U, Black Joker and Fortune 500
represented. She is homo polled/homo black and the quality of female
we can offer with the utmost confidence.
Lot 13 - 62F is a legit high quality SimAngus from McCarthy and is
royally bred. Her dam is a full sister to the ‘Grand Slam’ bull that
Brian sold to Bata Bros. in North Dakota as a past high seller. Once
again, a stacked maternal pedigree with Titlest, VRD, All In, 56U & Tank
as this female produce our favourite heifer calf this fall we retained.

RF Supercharged 9150G

MRL Miss 8465F - excellent feet

MRL Miss 8465F - strong udder
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B408
Ava

FSCI

With the great $40,000 Ava & $120,000 Betts, this mating is bred for serious ROI

At the 2016 National Western Stock Show, GVC Blackstar created tons of buzz and commanded $60,000USD. We were excited to team up on
her full sister with Black Gold Simmental for $40,000 USD and she has proven to be a great producer. This young donor has developed into
a beautifully uddered female with a big time look. Her first progeny have been well received, commanding $25,000 and $20,000 through
Friday Night Lights. Ava is sired by the female maker Built Right, whose popularity has stood the test of time and been proven out through
his daughters. Betts is the $120,000 phenom that we can confidently say is amongst the very best breeding bulls to ever hit the Simmental
industry. The mating on offer is some of the best we can make and guarantee a happy customer when it hits the ground … our confidence
in Ava B408 & Betts is as good as any in the industry!

lot

14

FSCI AVA B408 x SVS BETTS 808F

RECIP: J SQUARE S ELLEN 801F Due to calve March 10, 2021
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D SVF/NJC BUILT RIGHT N48

SVS Betts 808F FSCI Ava B408

WFL RED SAGE 506C CNS BLACK STAR T702

LOT 14 RECIP: We all have that one special recip that may

not fit your ideal phenotype but absolutely kills it in production
every year with the biggest, chubbiest embryo calf and here is
our candidate. 801F may be the most valuable production recip in
our offering as her bull calf calf was the highest performing,
very best calf in the group of 25 recips and weaned off at a very
high percentage of mama’s weight. She is a purebred Angus and
as she continues to raise calves like her first one, you’ll be in
the chips.

SVS Betts 808F

Black Gold Ms Ava 135F
$20,000 Ava daughter
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Black Gold Ms Ava 125F
$25,000 Ava daughter

749E

Eliza

wjs

One of the very best Polled Full Fleck donors that is raising the money-making kind

POLLED FULL FLECKVIEH - WJS Eliza 749E is an exceptional young production female that raised an impressive daughter in her first attempt
that will be featured at SimPower 2020. If Eliza 749E continues to produce like her first go, we are sure the investment is as concrete as we
predicted as her strong udder, good foot and overall complete profile is to commended. Her dam was a high seller in the iconic Prospect
Hill Dispersal Sale and her sire, Raptor is increasing to be one of the most influential breeding bulls in the industry. 749E also has an
awesome EPD spread being in the top 2% for MWW & CW, top 10% for WW-YW-MCE-TI, top 15% in Milk-API and top 50% for 13 of the 14 traits. When
we combine her with an impressive bull that needs more attention because we feel Bylaw pulls it all together in an appealing package.
Bylaws parents, French Attack and Precious Thing 402T are incredible individuals that have been extremely productive and we feel this
mating will click with success.

lot

15

WJS ELIZA 749E x PINE CREEK BYLAW

RECIP: PORTER 138D Due to calve February 5, 2021
FGAF FRENCH ATTACK 010C ANCHOR D RAPTOR 392C

PINE CREEK BYLAW WJS Eliza 749E

FGAF PRECIOUS THING 402T PHS YOUR CHOICE

LOT 15 RECIP: Porter 138D is another one of those strong
black Simmental commercial recips that is coming 5-years-old. I know
it is sounding like a broken record but another solid udder, sure
footed, easy to handle recip.

PINE CREEK BYLAW

Ultra/CD 749E Eliza 47G
Sells in SimPower

WJS Erika 748E - Full sib to 749E
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390

Annie K

Brooking

The great Annie K 390 - excited to offer full sibs to Firebrand and maternal sibs by No Doubt

One of the very great donors in the entire business is the Brooking Annie K 390, who is the dam of the $95,000 Firebrand. We purchased these embryos
with some liquid courage at Embryos On Snow in Denver for $2,500US/embryo with plans to market one of these recips in the Rose Bowl this summer but
2020 happened and plans changed. Our commitment to this inaugural sale was to sell every single recip we have available and we are sticking to that
which is a great opportunity for the most progressive program to boast their herd. It is not easy acquiring 390 progeny and here is a chance at 4 recips
that are carrying services designed for profitability. 2 of them have full sibs to Firebrand and we can’t say enough about his production value siring
the $60,000 Mercury plus the great $53,000 Countess female that was Supreme at Farmfair and Supreme at Agribition beside her dam last fall plus most
recently named Supreme at Lloydminster this fall. Hoover No Doubt semen has sold for in excess of $3,000/dose and he is one of the most impressive
aged bulls we have ever witnessed as his progeny have daily topped sales throughout the continent.

lot

lot

16
17
lot

lot

18
19

BROOKING ANNIE K 390 x BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
RECIP: J SQUARE S BLACKCAP 879F Due to calve January 15, 2021

BROOKING ANNIE K 390 x BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040
RECIP: REMITALL F JANESSA 330F Due to calve January 15, 2021
CONNEALY EARNAN 076E S A V BEST INTEREST 0136
Brooking Bank Note 4040 Brooking Annie K 390
E A ROSE 918 SOO LINE ANNIE K 9165

BROOKING ANNIE K 390 x HOOVER NO DOUBT

RECIP: RAINBOW HILLS TIP TOP 116E Due to calve January 15, 2021

BROOKING ANNIE K 390 x HOOVER NO DOUBT

RECIP: SPRINGCREEK LENA 121F Due to calve January 15, 2021
MOGCK BULLSEYE S A V BEST INTEREST 0136

hoover no doubt Brooking Annie K 390

MISS BLACKCAP ELLSTON J2 SOO LINE ANNIE K 9165
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Lot 16 - We like this purebred Angus recip quite well and she raised a high quality
heifer that risen to the top of the calf crop. Another one of those females
that is fault free and we will transfer papers with as she has proven she can
raise them right on her own. Tiger, Grid Maker, Active Duty and Frontier are all
represented in her pedigree and she is the right kind without doubt.
Lot 17 - This female wasn’t in the recipient group this spring and was to be AI but she
came into her natural heat by coincidence at the same time as the recip group so
we decide to hold her over a week for an embryo and low and behold, she catches.
Fast forward to this fall and decide to start this sale and we commit to selling
every single recip and we are true to our word so here she is, a valuable purebred
female that has Harvestor, Final Answer, Yellowstone, Net Worth and one of my
favourite cows, Karama 100T in her pedigree.
Lot 18 - This Rainbow Hills purebred Angus female
is rock solid in her type. Longevity, fertility, and
maternal are all represented in this 3 year old female
with her lifetime of production in front of her.
Lot 19 - This is a papered 50% SimAngus from Brooking Bank Note 4040
McCarthy who knows how to raise them and she is
the ideal production female. Once again, we
will transfer all the papers on the recips and
it is females like this that I sure hope see a bull
compared to another embryo as there is power in
the pedigree.
hoover no doubt

216’15

Tibbie

PM

One of the great Natural Law daughters in existence and mated to the exclusive $60,000 Mercury
We have had tours through the donors from progressive cattleman north and south of the border and it is unanimous that PM Tibbie 216’15
is one of the easy favourites from everyone that stops. She pulls it all together in a beautiful package with an awesome udder, strong
foot, elegant front end, huge rib and for us, the ideal Angus phenotype. Natural Law has continually built up steam as the daughters hit
production and it is because of females like this. We mated her to one of the most exciting bulls in the industry, the $60,000 Brooking
Mercury 9057. Mercury is out of the famous Firebrand and one of the very best cows in existence, the impeccable Brooking Beauty 333. We
sold exclusive 50 dose semen packages on Mercury this spring and only a select small group of breeders received them and here is an
opportunity to acquire him and be ahead of the game with his stacked pedigree and marketability. We invest in the very best genetics so
our customers can succeed and we know this mating will flat out work.

lot

lot

lot

lot

20
21
22
23

PM TIBBIE 216’15 x BROOKING MERCURY 9057

RECIP: COMMERCIAL 20 Due to calve January 28, 2021

PM TIBBIE 216’15 x BROOKING MERCURY 9057

RECIP: COMMERCIAL 22 Due to calve January 28, 2021

PM TIBBIE 216’15 x BROOKING MERCURY 9057
RECIP: COMMERCIAL 23 Due to calve January 28, 2021

PM TIBBIE 216’15 x BROOKING MERCURY 9057
RECIP: COMMERCIAL 24 Due to calve January 28, 2021

BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068 BAR-E-L NATURAL LAW 52Y

Brooking Mercury 9057 PM Tibbie 216’15

BROOKING BEAUTY 333 POPLAR MEADOWS TIBBIE 52’12

Brooking Mercury 9057
LOTS 20-23 RECIPS: These are all coming 3 year

old commercial females that are easy to handle, solid
footed, good structured with good udder placement. Lot 20
and 21 are solid black females that came from the Anderson
Cattle Customer Appreciation Sale last fall and we annually
buy in that sale with nothing but success. Lot 22 is a black
baldy and 23 is a solid black that came from Darryl Snider
and are strong, young SimAngus commercial females.
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99F

Rose

Bar-E-L

The pick of the Bar-E-L herd is this beautiful young donor with a perfect udder and big time pedigree
I love this mating. Bar-E-L Rose 99F is the kind of female we seek and when KT Ranch and ourselves purchased the right to pick from
Longshore’s, we analyzed that awesome set of cattle and 99F rose to the top as our definite selection. In her first crack, she raised a
really good bull calf this spring and did it with elegance as she didn’t miss a beat herself and put it all her efforts into the calf. 99F
was easy to picture as she’s an upheaded individual that is laid in smoothly at the top of her shoulder and is level topped, square hipped
and sound as a cat on her feet and legs. The udder is as good as you can make one and she represents exactly why the Angus breed is so
popular worldwide. Big time potential here with Legacy 839L on top of Natural Law and mated to the awesome Firebrand who needs no
introduction. We do feel this stacked pedigree is a unique opportunity to build a program around and whether you get a bull or female,
you’re in very good shape. All the pieces are there for you to invest and come out smelling like a rose.

lot

24

BAR-E-L ROSE 99F x BROOKING FIREBRAND 6068

RECIP: RUST MS MADAME PRIDE 8500F Due to calve February 14, 2021
BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040 O C C LEGACY 839L

Brooking Firebrand 6068 Bar-E-L Rose 99F
BROOKING ANNIE K 390 BAR-E-L ROSE 12C

LOT 24 RECIP: OK, I take responsibility for this situation

as we implanted an embryo into this female who is well past
recipient quality. We bought this female from our friends in
ND and she is now a coming 3 year old ET female who is a Bank
Note x SAV Madame Pride 1282 who raised an awesome heifer calf
this year that is a favourite from our crew and may just find
her way in a summer sale next year as she is of the quality. This
hard working first calver will sell with papers obviously and
we are confident she will be a smart investment.
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Brooking Firebrand 6068

OCC Legacy 839L
sire of 99F

Bar-E-L Natural Law
Grandsire of 99F

720

Donna

Coleman

$37,000 Coleman feature donor that has the look, pedigree and EPD’s to excel with the powerful Ajax

This will be the first opportunity to get genetics from the $37,000 Coleman feature female, Donna 720. 720 is a beauty and one that we think
has a big time future for us. She isn’t overly gracious with supplying us with an abundance of embryos so opportunities to acquire her
genetics will be limited and without doubt, one of the very elite donors that we have and will be building around her into the future as
she stems from the famous Donna cow family. Phenotypically awesome, outstanding pedigree and EPD’s land her in the top 1% for MilkDocility-Claw, top 5% for YW-HPG, Tyop 10% for BW-REA-MH, top 15% for CE and overall has 14 traits in the top 50%. Ajax is a direct son from
one of the greatest cows in existence, the immortal 2369. His semen is exclusive and off the market so you have an opportunity to garner
genetics that aren’t open to the general public and we feel this mating can boast the most progressive of programs. Unbelievable genetic
potential here!
lot

25

COLEMAN DONNA 720 x S A V AJAX 8885

RECIP: J SQUARE S ENCHANTRESS 742E Due to calve January 15, 2021
S A V CUTTING EDGE 4857 S A V RENOWN 3439

S A V Ajax 8885 Coleman Donna 720

S A V EMBLYNETTE 2369 COLEMANN DONNA 439

LOT 25 RECIP: Cridds did some great buying for us last fall
adding quality Angus females to this program and 742E would rank at
the very top of them. She is an extra age first calver that is a direct
daughter of the Sies 229S donor female that raised the Fireman bull
that Hamilton Farms purchased and used with success. This young
female is royally bred with the Density donor on the bottom thats a
cow family to tie into.

s a v ajax 8885

Coleman Donna 909
Sells in SimPower

Coleman Donna 439
dam to 720
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